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ENGINEERING
A NEW LEGACY

Navayuga Engineering Company Limited (NEC), the flagship company of
the Navayuga Group, is an engineering and core infrastructure company
that has carved a formidable position for itself in the industry.
Established to fulfil the dream of a visionary, nurtured on homespun
values, empowered by state-of-art technology, the company has
redefined the parameters of growth and contributed to India’s
infrastructure landscape with unparalleled commitment and foresight.
Spreading its wings, NEC has transcended national boundaries to make
an impact on the global arena.
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VISION
To build an infrastructure conglomerate of
global scale and create benchmarks of excellence
in both quality and customer service.

THE VISIONARY

“NEC's core ability to deliver projects on time, and within budget, has received widespread
recognition and accolades.
Our unmatched domain knowledge and expertise have earned us the reputation of a
‘pioneer’. Having successfully undertaken several port development projects, we are poised
to achieve the distinction of being the largest developer and operator of ports in India.
Further, we are embarking on ambitious plans to undertake and execute some of the most
challenging projects in the most unforgiving terrains, not just in India but also globally.
This, indeed, is a testimony to NEC’s emergence as one of the world’s leading
infrastructure companies.
Our drive to the top is powered by a perfect blend of youth and experience across the
management and workforce. This apart, cutting-edge technology and equipment,
underlying strength of the value-system and well-defined corporate vision, all contribute to
our strong foundation of excellence.
NEC’s activities, operations and performance are the outcome of strict adherence to our
motto - Seize the right opportunities in a world of limitless possibilities and lay
milestones along the path to success.”

Mr C V Rao
Chairman

THE DRIVING FORCE
NEC is well-served by a leadership team that brings the highest
level of professional excellence and collective vision to inspire and
motivate the workforce to exceed the expectations of the clients.

Mr C Sridhar
Managing Director

A talented Mechanical Engineer, his
expertise in modern construction
techniques enables him to lead the
innovation initiatives towards achieving
cost-effective solutions under
demanding situations. He has
wide-ranging experience in the areas of
Marine Infrastructure, Roads & Bridges,
Hydro Projects and Major Irrigation
Projects.

Mr C Sasidhar
Director

Leading Navayuga’s foray into urban
infrastructure, major irrigation projects and
port operations, he is defined by a flair for
creative excellence complemented by
productivity-oriented management skills.

ICONIC PROJECTS
ACCELERATING INDIA’S
TRANSFORMATION
Infrastructure is the key driver of economic development for any country. Development
is always preceded, accompanied and followed by progress in infrastructure. As India
marches ahead with rapid economic growth, much of its future is dependent on how it
responds to the challenges related to infrastructure.
NEC is a prominent contributor to the Indian infrastructure sector through various
projects across all verticals. The company capitalizes on its strategic and operational
efficiencies across the board to deliver world-class projects that dot the horizon. Some of
the key projects that are fuelling India’s transformation include…

POLAVARAM DAM PROJECT
The lifeline of Andhra Pradesh

NEC is on a mission to fulfil the half-century-old dream of the people of Andhra Pradesh
with the Polavaram Dam Project, the most prestigious and challenging project in India
with 7.2 lakh acres of new ayacut created for irrigation during phase I and 12 lakh acres
in phase II, and another 23.5 lakh acres of stabilized ayacut.
NEC was entrusted with the responsibility of constructing the Polavaram Project by the
Govt. of Andhra Pradesh, once it became clear that the previous contractor could not
meet the herculean challenges associated with completion of this mammoth Project.
The construction of this mega structure, with a pier height of 54 m and a total of
48 gates spanning 1070 m, requires pouring of 31 lakh cubic meters of concrete,
50,000 tonnes of steel and 9,30,000 tonnes of cement, all in record time.
The Polavaram Project would irrigate a total of 42 lakh acre ayacut in two phases and
influence the supply of water to all 13 districts of Andhra Pradesh.

Designed to withstand massive floods that could occur once in a 1000 years,
the Polavaram Spillway is set to have the highest discharge capacity in the world.
At 50 lakh cusecs, it is set to surpass even the 3 Gorges Dam of China, one of the
largest dams in the world, which has a discharge capacity of 47 lakh cusecs. Polavaram
dam has a total capacity of 194 tmc of water and the design allows for 99.23%
utilization of water with a dead storage capacity of a mere 1.5 tmc. This landmark
project would ensure sufficient supply of water for the entire state of Andhra Pradesh.

KALESHWARAM PROJECT

SUNDILLA BARRAGE

After the bifurcation of the state of Andhra Pradesh, the
Govt. of Telangana decided to redesign the existing
Pranahita Chevalla Lift Irrigation Scheme. Renamed the
‘Kaleshwaram Project’, it is being developed with an aim to
supply water to the drought prone upland regions of
Telangana State, irrigating about 18.25 lakh acres of new
ayacut and further stabilizing 18.82 lakh acres, a total of
37.07 lakh acres.
The redesigned project now includes three barrages.
To supply water to upland areas of Telangana, within the
previously intended timelines, the barrage was to be
completed in record time of just one year, instead of
five years’, the time that is normally required for a project
of this magnitude.
The construction of this barrage involves the pouring of
10 lakh cubic meters of concrete, 52,000 tonnes of steel,
3,80,000 tonnes of cement and a total of 5300 secant piles
of length 40,000 rm. Once completed, the barrage will have
a total of 74 gates, weighing 15593 mt. The barrage
spanning a total length of 1.45 km, would require 30 lakh
cubic meters of earth to be excavated and would require
40 lakh cubic meters of earth to form guide bunds and
flood banks. The barrage will have a total water storage
capacity of 8.83 tmc and a total discharge capacity of
57000 cumecs.

KALESHWARAM PROJECT

PACKAGE - 6
Major Lift Irrigation Project
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The Package-6 of the ‘Kaleshwaram Project’ is a lift irrigation project that
envisages the lifting of 146.24 tmc of water with a total discharge capacity
of 634 cumecs. The water is required to be lifted, almost vertically, to a
height of 110 m, one of the highest lifts in Asia.
The project consists of twin tunnels, each 9.534 kms in length and 10 m dia,
to bring the water into the surge pool. This surge pool, designed to withstand
a sudden rise in water if ever the pumps trip, is the largest man-made cavern
in India (375 m x 25 m x 67 m). The water from the surge pool is fed into
each of the pumps through 7 draft tubes, each with a 5.8 m dia.
The underground pump house complex – L:210 m, H:50 m, W:25 m – houses
7 pumps of 124.5 mw each, requiring a total of 898MW. All the pumps have
5 m dia independent delivery lines. These steel lined delivery lines will carry
the pumped water 110 m up, on a 45-degree gradient, to the delivery cistern.
NEC also had to face geological surprises during the construction of this
technical masterpiece. When a natural calamity caused an unexpected
cave-in in the earth’s surface, work was brought to a grinding halt. The
engineers at NEC, with the assistance of researchers at the National Institute
of Rock Mechanics, moved swiftly to competently tackle the problem, using
rib cage structures to fortify the weaker portions.
A construction on such an enormous scale, especially 100 m under the
ground, requires grit, determination, discipline and engineering ingenuity. It is
precisely these qualities that enable NEC to succeed, even in the most
unforgiving conditions.

NARMADA-MALWA GAMBHIR
LINK PROJECT
Micro Irrigation and Distribution Network

One of NEC’s defining qualities is its ability to adapt new, innovative technologies to respond to the challenges in a fast-changing world.
One of the finest examples of this characteristic is the Narmada-Malwa Gambhir Link Project. NEC has undertaken the project to supply
irrigation water to 50,000 hectares of land, through a pressurised piped distribution network using wireless SCADA, an automated
system designed for controlling, metering and monitoring from a centrally automated control room.
The highlight of this major project is the supply of water using an Outlet Management System and through pressurised pipelines to
micro levels of areas as little as 40 ha level, making it convenient for the farmer to connect to drip or sprinkler irrigation without the
use of any other electrical source. Some of the main components of this project include, 4 pump houses each housing 9 pumps of 3 mw
capacity each, a 68 km long gravity/ pressurised pipeline of 3 m dia, a 147 km long distribution mainline of 500 mm to 2.5 m dia and a
700 km long HDPE distribution pipeline.
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DHOLA-SADIA BRIDGE
India’s Longest River Bridge
An engineering marvel, Dhola-Sadia Bridge is India’s
longest river bridge constructed over the Brahmaputra
river, spanning a total of 9.15 km.
This historic bridge, linking Dhola to Sadia in Tinsukia
District of Assam, is crucial from a strategic perspective
as it is close to the border state of Arunachal Pradesh.
Envisioned to seamlessly connect the north-east and
the rest of India, the construction is an infrastructural
masterpiece.
Apart from providing an all-weather access to civilian
transportation, the bridge will enhance Indian Army’s
mobilisation capabilities and movement of troops and
heavy equipment including heavy artillery and battle
tanks weighing up to 100 tonnes.

INDIA’S LONGEST DHOLA-SADIA BRIDGE

HON’BLE PRIME MINISTER,
SHRI NARENDRA MODI,
CHAIRMAN MR CV RAO AND
MANAGING DIRECTOR
MR SRIDHAR CHINTA

DIBANG-LOHIT RIVER
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The Bridge Over 11 Tributaries
NEC took up the task of building the highly complex
Dibang-Lohit River Management System. Spread
across a total length of 17.4 kms, the project
includes building a river management system to
manage 11 tributaries and their diverse paths.
What makes this project challenging is the river
flow management, which had to be done in sync
with the construction, boat traffic and the diverse
flow paths of the rivers. This apart, intense floods
in Arunachal used to disrupt the work for several
months every year. Despite the challenges, NEC has
ensured smooth completion of the project.

QUAZIGUND-BANIHAL
One of the Longest Highway Tunnels in India

Quazigund to Banihal Highway project is one of the most critical projects for India
as it ensures all-weather connectivity to north Kashmir through Pir Panjal Pass, a
road prone to closure due to severe weather conditions. The tunnel will also
shorten the distance between Srinagar and Jammu considerably.
NEC was entrusted with the challenge of building one of India’s longest road tunnel
that includes a 2-lane twin tunnel of 8.45 km each and 10 m in dia. This unique
twin tunnel construction is strategic in a way that when an emergency arises, the
military services can commandeer one tunnel, while civilians can use the other.
With an average low temperature of 10O celsius, the site is covered with snow for
most of the year. Surpassing all the challenges thrown by the nature,
NEC is progressing at a record pace by reaching an excavation advance rate of
10 m per day - one of the highest excavation rates in the unforgiving
Himalayan conditions.

THE BRIDGES OVER
THE RIVER GANGA
High-speed Corridors
Ganga Path
A true landmark in the city of Patna and the pride of Bihar, the Gangapath Project
is a high-speed corridor extending along the banks of River Ganga. This prestigious
project – from Digha to Didarganj – is spread over 21.5 kms of which, the road is
10.5 kms and the elevated structure is 11 km. This corridor has been designed to
provide connectivity between western and eastern Patna, while reducing the travel
time from 60 minutes to just 15 minutes.
This 4-lane elevated structure consists of 222 spans of 50 meters each and
221 circular piers of approx. 17 meters height. It passes right under the Mahatma
Setu Bridge leaving enough vehicular clearance between the two bridges.
Ganga Bridge
The Project is designed to provide all weather high speed connectivity between the
towns of Bhaktiyarpur and Tajpur, connecting North and South Bihar. Of the total
50.943 km project length, the road length is 45.393 km and main bridge across the
river Ganga is 5.55 kms long.
The four lane bridge will have 45 spans each of length 125 m, one of the
longest spans for a bridge in India. The segmental erection is done using the
balanced cantilever erection method with a 200 mt capacity launching gantry
of length 278 m.

GANGA BRIDGE

GANGAPATH BRIDGE

KRISHNAPATNAM PORT
Phase 1 of the construction of the Krishnapatnam Port
was completed in a record time of just 18 months.
Krishnapatnam Port is located in the Nellore District of Andhra Pradesh, on the East Coast of India, as a prominent
gateway to Southeast Asian countries. With the largest waterfront of 12.5 km in the country, the deepest draft of
18 m and the capability of handling capesize vessels up to 2,00,000 dwt, the all-weather port operates 365 days a year.
Phase 1 of the construction of the Krishnapatnam Port was completed in a record time of just 18 months. The port is
scheduled to have 42 berths, out of which 10 are commissioned, 4 berths in phase 1 and 6 berths in phase 2.
•

Krishnapatnam Port offers state-of-the-art mechanical cargo handling equipment, capable of handling bulk cargo
at the rate of over 100,000 mt per day

•

Capacity up to 200 mmtpa, making it the largest port in India

•

Capacity to handle 6 million teu p.a., making it one of the largest container ports in India

•

One of the largest turning circles (500 m diameter)

•

45 million tons of cargo handled in the year 2017-18

THIS APART, KRISHNAPATNAM PORT HAS EXCELLENT MULTIMULTI-MODAL
CONNECTIVITY TO THE NATIONAL GRID
BY AIR: Chennai International Airport: 180 km, Tirupati Domestic Airport:
120 Km and helipads within the port.
BY RAIL: A 26 km long double railway line connecting Venkatachalam
Station to the port and an additional 91 km of rail connectivity from
Venkatachalam to Obulavaripalle. Internal railway network of 50 km with
capacity of 60 trains in/out per day.
BY ROAD: Dedicated 4-lane road (25 km connecting National Highway 5).
An internal road network of 55 km. Dedicated road around the port for
handling Over Dimensional and project cargo.

Krishnapatnam Port was made operational in a record 18 months’ time.
The plaque was unveiled by Smt Sonia Gandhi, UPA Chairperson.
“The nation feels proud to see the nurturing of Krishnapatnam Port into a
port of international standard, having state-of-art cargo handling equipment
which will greatly reduce pre-berthing and turn-around time of vessels.
On this historic day I would like to thank the people of Andhra Pradesh who
have a special place in my heart for giving me this opportunity of dedicating
this “modern temple” to the people our great country.”
Smt Sonia Gandhi speaking on the occasion

“It is befitting for our Group to
establish an international
benchmark by developing this
port with state-of-the-art
facilities in a record time of
18 months. Our vision is to make
it the most sought after
International Integrated Port City.
The port will herald a new era of
economic activity and
dramatically transform the
lifestyle of the people.”

Mr C V Rao
Chairman, Krishnapatnam Port

SMT SONIA GANDHI, UPA CHAIRPERSON
UNVEILED THE PLAQUE AT KRISHNAPATNAM PORT

FOR MORE DETAILS
ABOUT THE PORT PLEASE VISIT
WWW.KRISHNAPATNAMPORT.COM

At the Krishnapatnam Port, breakwaters
comprise concrete armour blocks
engineered in-house. Known as “KOLOS”,
these have the highest KD value among
the similar blocks in use around the world

MARINE INFRASTRUCTURE
Making Waves

BERTHS AT KAKINADA PORTS

SEAWATER INTAKE WELL AND PUMPHOUSE, CPCL, CHENNAI

MOORING AND BERTHING DOLPHINS, KAKINADA SEA PORT

NEC is a leader in marine infrastructure development. Supported by
an accomplished R&D team, the company has developed a
consummate ability to build deep wells, berths, jetties, wharves,
mooring dolphins, breakwaters and coastal & shore protection
projects in the open seas.
NEC has built over 12800 rm of berthing structures across most of
the major ports in the country. Importantly, more than 6000 rm of
these structures were built employing the company’s in-house
innovative and cost-effective designs.

Navayuga has built over 12800 rm of berthing structures
across most major ports in the country

PROJECTS WITH DESCRIPTION
PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

Construction of NRW Berth & Approaches and NRW Land Berth
Area at Kakinada.

Construction of 635 m long Berth & Approaches and 100 m long Supported by RCC bored cast
in-situ marine piles and a T-Shaped Diapharam wall.

Construction of proposed 5th & 6th Berths at Kakinada
(30 m x 603 m).

5th & 6th Berths of length 603 m and 30 m wide Deck supported on RCC bored pile
foundations.

APPDCL -Sea Water Intake and outfall System for Sri Damodaram
Sanjeevaiah Thermal Power Station at Nellore.

1) Groynes of 380 m length.
2) Intake Channel of 335 m long and 5 m wide.
3) Forebay 32.45 m length and Pumphouse.
4) 2.2 m dia and 1.8 m dia for a length of 11 km pipeline.
5) HM, EM, C&I and Electro chlorination systems.

Development of 7th Berth at Kakinada Deep Water Port.

The scope of work includes construction of 400 m x 35 m main berth and 85 m x 25m of
approach jetty.

Design And Construction of Shipyard Facilities and Allied Services
at SBC(V), Visakhapatnam.

a) Civil works and internal services.
b) Ship-Lift and transfer system including HVAC, Fire-fighting system.
c) MEP works.

Construction of Degaussing Jetty at Visakhapatnam.

270m long jetty supported on RCC bored cast-in-situ marine piles.

Conversion of jetties WJ3, WJ2 and WJ1 into multipurpose quay
berths with end protection, for Visakhapatnam Port Trust.

Dismantling existing RCC piled jetties and construction of 784 m long berth. The project
executed on NECL's in-house alternate design proposal consisted of RCC Diaphragm wall, Bored
piles and cellular deck.

Construction of multipurpose berth EQ-7 in the Inner Harbour at
Visakhapatnam Port Trust.

255 m long Berth consisting of bored cast-in-situ RCC vertical & Raker piles and T-shaped
diaphragm wall with cellular Deck.

Construction of LPG Handling Jetty at Pipavav Port, Gujarat.

Offshore berthing structure to accommodate 25,000 dwt vessels comprising a 150 m long
approach jetty, 6 mooring dolphins, 2 breasting dolphins with central unloading platform,
supported on cast-in-situ vertical marine piles, RCC deck and Rock Bund (13.50 lakh tonnes).

Construction of Multipurpose Berth 4B in continuation to Berth
No. 5 at Haldia Dock.

Berth consisted of RCC marine piles, diaphragm walls of 600 mm and 1100 mm thickness,
deck of 250 mm thickness, service duct and retaining wall.

Construction of Cargo Berth No. 8 (Multipurpose) at Tuticorin Port.

340m long jetty consisting of 1200 mm diameter cast-in- situ bored piles, concrete deck slab,
formation of rock bund and 60,000 sqm reclamation.

Entire Make-up Water System on EPC Turnkey basis for Simhadri
Thermal Power Project, Stage-I for NTPC, Visakhapatnam
(2500 mw).

Complete engineering and construction of seawater intake system (9000 cum / hr) with
750 m Open Sea Approach, Sweet Water Intake, Pipelines (50 km) Transmission lines (60 km),
SCADA Instrumentation, Data & Voice Communication system etc.

Construction of 9th Cargo Berth at Kandla Port.

281 m long Jetty with 1000 mm and 1200mm diameter cast- in-situ RCC bored piles,
composite RCC deck etc.

Modification of existing Container Berth in Jawaharlal Nehru Port.

Container Berth of 680 m length founded on 1000 mm diameter bored cast-in-situ RCC piles.

Construction of Deep Draft Multipurpose Berth at
New Mangalore Port.

381 m long berth with 1100 mm thick diaphragm walls with pre-stressed rock anchors of
225 t capacity, 1000 mm and 1100 mm diameter bored cast-in-situ RCC piles.

LSTK-1 package - Seawater Intake, Outfall and Product Water
Conveyance System of 5.8 MGD Sea Water Destination Project,
CPCL.

Construction of 17.1 OD intake well with pump house, 500m long approach jetty, 30 km long
pipelines along with hydro-mechanical & electro-mechanical works.

Development of OSV Facility & 4th Berth for Kakinada
Seaports Limited.

Construction of 300 m long 4th berth with piled approach (125 m long) & 2nos. OSV Jetties
each 200 m long besides reclamation bunds at Kakinada Port.

Construction of Cargo Berth at Ennore Port.

The berth structure consists of 250m length and 27.5 m width with return wall. The berth
structure supported by
1200 mm dia cast in situ bored piles of 4,885 RM (180 Nos.) infront and diaphragm wall of
1200 mm thick 6,859 sqm. in rear side to retain the earth

BERTHS AT KAKINADA PORT

JETTY AT PIPAVAV PORT

LPG JETTY AT VISAKHAPATNAM PORT

DEVELOPMENT OF PORTS
Navigating in the New Era

Since more than 90% of international cargo moves by sea, ports - being the gateways to
the hinterland - are critical for the efficient supply chain of any nation. New-age carriers
call on ports with deep draft, adequate quay length and efficient cranes.
With decades of rich experience, NEC has developed the expertise to build such
world-class facilities with vital infrastructure. Innovations such as “KOLOS,” a patented
technology comprising concrete armour blocks with the highest KD value, reaffirm the
company’s authority in the sector. In fact, the company is regarded as the ‘pioneer’ in
setting up ports on a turnkey basis, with Krishnapatnam Port being the perfect example.
With other mega port projects at Astaranga and Machilipatnam, which are envisaged to be
among the country’s largest privately owned and managed ports, NEC is now at the cusp of
maritime glory, charting its course to unprecedented success and growth.
ASTARANGA PORT
The proposed port is located at Astaranga on the coast of Orissa. The lagoon type port is
poised to connect the mineral rich hinterland to the world. The wave climate on this coast
is extreme with frequent cyclones. Also, the coast is subjected to large amount of littoral
drift. NEC’s patented breakwater technology ‘KOLOS’, will be implemented effectively to
take care of these conditions while building the port. Astaranga Port is all set to spur
industrial growth in the region.
MACHILIPATNAM PORT
Machilipatnam is a small town located on the east coast of India. Subsoil at the site of the
port consists of very soft marine clay for nearly 18 metres. NEC developed the design of a
structural breakwater, which is a first in the world. Layout of the breakwaters and berths
have been made to obtain absolute tranquillity in the port waters. This port will be the
gateway for most of central India as it will be the preferred gateway for containers.
The port will have the advantage of extensive back up area for container stacking.
Machilipatnam will soon be one of the most preferred container ports on the east coast.
AERIAL VIEW OF KRISHNAPATNAM PORT

IRRIGATION

Unearthing Development
NEC, through its expertise in irrigation, has stamped its authority as a leader
in this sector. The company has garnered high-performance credentials in
building vital turnkey projects in adherence to stringent schedules with
complete quality assurance by deploying advanced equipment and skilled
manpower. Behind numerous high value irrigation projects, NEC demonstrates
specialized expertise in the construction of canals, aqueducts, barrages, lift
irrigation works and other irrigation structures.

KLIS - STAGE II

KLIS - STAGE II

KOMARAM BHEEM SPILLWAY

MAJOR IRRIGATION PROJECTS
PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

Pranahita Chevella Lift Irrigation Scheme
package-6

1. Lifting of 1.903 tmc water per day to a height of 10.5 m in single stage pump house.
2. 7 pumps with 125 mw and with discharge capacity of 80.17 cumecs each.
3. Complete under ground pump house complex with 10 mø twin tunnels of 9.57 km length.

Pranahita Chevella Lift Irrigation scheme
package-21

1. Lifting of 25 tmc of water to a height of 69 M with 2 pumps of 23.25 cumecs discharge each.
2. Improvements to tanks and canals.

Construction of Komaram Bhim project
package-18

1. Formation of reservoir across peddavagu River with a gross storage of 10.393 tmc, Which will irrigate
45,500 AC two crops i.e. khariff and Rabi.
2. The headworks consist of 9 vents, radial crest gates of 12X11 m size and 1012 m earth bund and NOF
Dam of 45 m length.
3. The Length of left main canal is 65 kms and ayacut 39,500 AC. The length of R.F canal is 7.300 km
and ayacut 6,000 Ac.

Palamuru Ranga Reddy Lift Irrigation
Scheme package-1

1. Lifting of 2 tmc of water per day for 60 days from Srisailam reservoir to Anjanagiri reservoir.
2. Approach channel of 2.205 km.
3. Lifting of water by 112 m height with 8 pumps of 145 mw. Underground pump house complex.

Palamuru Ranga Reddy Lift Irrigation
Scheme package-4

1. Lifting of water to 104 m height with 8 Nos pumps of 145 mw each with a discharge capacity of 85 cumecs each.
2. Earth work excavation and twin tunnels.

Palamuru Ranga Reddy Lift Irrigation
Scheme package-10

1. Formation on Vattem reservoir bund from km 6.90 to km 11.55 (4.65 km).
2. Maximum height of reservoir bund with zonal section is 52.00 m.
3. Reservoir capacity 16.58 tmc Ayacut 95,000 Ac.

Palamuru Ranga Reddy Lift Irrigation
Scheme package-13

1. Construction of Kurumurthyraya reservoir with earth bund from km 0.00 to km 4.50 with a storage
capacity of 19.15 tmc.
2. Ayacut 2.80 lack acres.

Palamuru Ranga Reddy Lift Irrigation
Scheme package-16

1. Excavation of approach channel of 1.435 km with a discharge capacity of 377 cumecs from
Kurumurthyraya Reservoir.
2. Twin tunnels of 8.50 mø up to surge pool.
3. Complete underground pump house complex.
4. Single stage Francis turbine pumps and with 5 Nos motors of 145 mw each to lift water for 127.90 m
height and to drop in Udandapur reservoir.

Kaleswaram project Sundilla Barrage

1. construction of 1326 m length of Barrage, across Godavari River to store 7.50 TMC of water.
2. 68 Nos of Radial crest gates 15X10.50 M size, with MF discharge of 57,000 cumecs.
3. In this work secant piling cut off is being done, first time in India for barrage raft on permeable foundations.

Dindi Lift Irrigation Scheme package-1

1. Formation of bund from km 0.000 to 15.00.
2. Excavation of tunnels of 9 mt ø for a length of 2.10 kms.
3. construction of CM & CD works on the canal.

Dindi Lift Irrigation Scheme package-6

1. Formation of shivannagudem balancing reservoir in Marrigudem (M) under Dindi Lift Irrigation scheme
from km 0.00 to 3.660 with 11.968 tmc capacity.
2. Maximum height of bund 47.10 m.
3. Ayacut 1,55,000 Ac.

KLIS-stage II

1. Lifting of water with 5 nos of pumps with a capacity of 30 mw each.
2. 5.0 km length of 6.85 m dia tunnel is excavated with in 14 months, a record achievement in Indian History.

Construction of Narmada–Malawa Gambhir
Link project.

Lifting 15 cumecs of water to a Head of 500 m in four stages of pumping capacity of 85 mw (36 pumps) and delivering
water to 40 ha level. Controlling metering and monitoring from a centrally automated control room for the entire
50,000 ha using SCADA system.

SSP stage II phaseI (Sripada sagar project)

1. Fabrication, supply and laying of pipe lines.
2. Supply and erection of pumps and motors and allied electro mechanical works.

Bheema Lift Irrigation Project-Lift II

1. Lifting 10 tmc of water to a height of 61 m in two stages.
2. Construction of surgepool, pump house and cisetrn.

Chagallu Barrage under PABR stage II
package-33

1. Construction of Barrage to a capacity of 1.50 tmc.
2. Spillway 291.50 m long and 37 m height.
3. The discharge capacity is 9712 cumecs.

POWER
Empowering the Future

Responding to Government of
India’s mission to provide “POWER
FOR ALL”, the Navayuga Group
has ventured into power
generation in a big way by
building an installed capacity of
about 6,000 mw. The portfolio
includes both thermal power as
well as hydroelectric power
generation projects.

NTPC, BARH

TG, BUILDING AT APGENCO POWER PLANT

APGENCO POWER PLANT

PROJECTS WITH DESCRIPTION
PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

Polavaram Hydro Electric Power Plant (12*80 mw)

Design, Engineering, Manufacturing and Testing of Vertical full Kaplan
Turbine generators 80 mw each. All civil works of Power House, Pressure
Tunnels, approach channel, intake pools, intake structure and all Hydro
Mechanical works of Polavaram Hydro Electric Power Project on EPC basis.

Farakka Super Thermal Power Project, Stage – III
(1X500 mw)

All under ground civil works including piling and foundations for Boiler, ESP,
TG, fans, BFPs, mills, mill & bunker buildings, main power house and other
equipment / structures in TG / boiler area.

NTPC Barh STPP (3X660 mw)

The broad scope of work under this package shall include Civil, Structural
and Architectural works related to Main Plant Building i.e., T. G.

Barh STPP, Stage – II (2X660 mw), Barh

The broad scope of work under this package shall includes all Civil works
including piling and foundations for Boiler, ESP, TG, Fans, BFPjs, Mills, Mill &
Bunker Buildings, Main Power House, Piling for bottom ash hopper and FAE
Tower, Transformer Yard.

2x500 mw Koderma TPS,DVC,Koderma, Dist- Koderma,
Jharkhand, India

Complete BTG & BOP civil works incuding Individual Access roads.

SDSTPS, Stage – II, Unit No 3 Krishnapatnam in Nellore
District, AP

Pilling, civil & structural works for BOP and BTG areas.

DSTPP, Stage – II, 2X800, Krishnapatnam, Nellore District

Piling and BTG works.

Teesta Stage – III HEP 1200 mw (6X200 mw)

Civil works for the construction of 1000 mm thick cut off wall for concrete
faced Rockfill Dam, cavern of size 17 m X 23 m of 640 m length for desilting
chambers and tunnels of different shapes of dia, upto 11 m of total length
6.7 km for various units of Teesta-III at a remote location in North Sikkim, a
logistics and extreme weather challenge.

DEFENCE
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Serving the Nation with Pride

NEC takes pride in being one of the very few companies
in India qualified to undertake sensitive defence
contracts to build infrastructure essential for national security.

STRATEGIC PROJECTS
Through specialized expertise, category knowledge and customized engineering
solutions, NEC has won the trust and approval to deliver a range of capabilities
required by the Ministry of Defence. NEC has demonstrated multi-disciplinary
competencies in engineering and construction to accomplish these complex
mission-critical projects.
Shipyard Facilities with Shiplift & Transfer System
NEC has been entrusted with the task of building an advanced shipyard equipped
with ship lift and transfer system. The ship lift platform is 165 m long and 22 m wide
designed for an MDL of 170 mt/m and a total lifting capacity of 28000 t consisting of
56 nos of 650 mt capacity hoists. The transfer system consists of 44 trestles with
carrying capacity of 500 t each with a total of 88 bogies of 250 t capacity each.
The project also includes design, fabrication and erection of a covered structural steel
shed 254 m long, 127 m wide and 53 m in height, the supply and commissioning of
2 nos of 200 t capacity single failure-proof EOT cranes for the handling of operations
in the project, the construction of 2400 nos M40 grade cast in-situ bored piles with
structural steel liners of dia. 1000 mm and 1200 mm in marine conditions, the
construction of repair bays on either side of the ship lift platform to carry out the
repairs and construction of vessels and the design and construction of 253 m long
and 83 m wide shore protection jetty for berthing operations.
PROJECT VARSHA - OUTER HARBOUR
The outer harbour, Project Varsha is a major strategic project undertaken by NEC on
the east coast of India. Some of the major components of the project include
dredging of 12.7 million cubic meters of the sea bed up to a depth of 21 m,
reclamation of 6.83 million cubic meters including ground improvement and sand
stacking for bench nourishment.
The execution of the 2.9 km long breakwaters with a total height of 36 m involves
the laying of 1,93,000 sqm of proprietary non-woven geotextile to improve the
ground conditions beneath the breakwaters, 49.45 lakh cubic meters of rock ranging
from 10 kg to 10 t situated at the core, roundheads, toes and the sides of the
breakwaters and more than 85,000 cubic meters of M35 grade high density
unreinforced crown wall 7m high on the breakwaters, around 22500 nos of concrete
armour blocks ranging from 12.5 mt to 45 mt on the sides of the breakwaters.
The construction of the 2.29 km long jetties and berths include a total of 1901 cast
in-situ bored concrete piles with structural steel liners of diameter varying from
1000 mm to 1500 mm, more than 90,000 cubic meters of rock under the jetties for
scour protection, more than 2.1 lakh cubic meters of M50 grade concrete is involved
in the construction of these jetties and berths.

ROADWAYS
On the Highway to Growth
One of the first companies to visualise the
importance of taking up BOT projects, NEC has
scaled new heights with every kilometre of road it
has laid. NEC’s expertise coupled with advanced
infrastructure has enabled the company to break
new grounds in the sector. The company has
executed some of the most prestigious and complex
road projects, including highways and bridges,
across the country in the recent past.

HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES
LANE LENGTH OF OVER
2400 KMS COMPLETED,
500 KMS UNDER PROGRESS

SWANKY ROADS, SMOOTH CONNECTIVITY
PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

Capacity Augmentation of the
Mumbai - Pune Expressway

Construction of Four lane twin tube tunnel, World’s
Longest 8 Lane Tunnel of length 10.67 km.

Construction of bridges across Dibang
river system and connecting road
between Bomjur - Meka.

The highway project is intended to construct roads and
Bridges totalling to 30.950 km in two locations. This
mainly involves construction of 3 bridges (total length
6.25 km) over the Dibang river system and the
construction of 2100 m bridge 'over Lohit River at
Alubarighat and approach roads of 9.90 km.

Construction of the Dhola-Sadia
bridge.

Construction of a 12.9 m wide, 9.12 km long bridge on
river Brahmaputra between Dhola & Sadia Ghats. This is
the longest bridge over water in India.

Quazigund to Banihal Section of
NH-1A.

The total length of the project is 15.35 km, this includes
‘D’ shape twin tunnel of 10m dia of length 8.45 km
each. The project also includes three major bridges, RUB
and viaduct, 6 minor bridges and 2 toll plazas.

6 LANES ON A SINGLE PIER AND SEGMENT GHAZIABAD ELEVATED HIGHWAY

MAHAMAYA FLYOVER, NOIDA

TUNNELLING BY ROCKET BOOMERS

CREATING ENGINEERING MARVELS
PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

Four Lane Highway of Kundapur to
Suratkal & Mangalore to Kerela Border.

Construction of Four Lane Highway from Kundapur to Suratkal section (75 km) & Manglore to Kerala
Border (15 km). 2 Flyovers, 1 ROB, 9 Major Bridges, 10 Minor Bridges, 22 Vehicular Underpasses, 3 Nos of
Toll Plazas.

Ganga Path

21.50 km long 4-lane road project with a 11 km long elevated structure. In addition to this Grade
separators, ROb, Underpasses, Connecting roads etc.,

Construction of 6 Lane Elevated Road at
Ghaziabad, U.P., India.

Construction and Development of 6-Lane Hindon Elevated road. The elevated structure of 9.3 km is
designed to have 6 lanes on a single pier and segment.

Construction of High level Bridge across
Campbell canal at Bhavanipuram

High level Bridge – 525 m x 12 m (Spans 15 Nos. of each 35 m) supported on 1.50m dia. Piles,
sub-structure with Pile Caps & RCC Return Walls (for abutments) and super-structure with precast
PSC I – Girder Beams & cast-in-situ RCC Slab.

The Ganga-Project, Bakhtiyarpur bypass of
NH-31.

The proposed facility comprises of 4 lane Bridge across River Ganga (5.55 km long with a span of 125 m)
and 45.393 km long approach road including ROB, Major & Minor bridges.

Silkyara bend-Barkot tunnel

Construction of 2 lane Bi-directional tunnel of length 4.5 km with escape tunnels and approach road of
length 0.33 km

Construction of Flyover at Naraina T- Point
Ring Road, New Delhi (Civil Works)

Construction of two lane flyover of length 1.2 km supported by plie foundations, RCC Substructure and
precast prestressed concrete segmental superstructure.

Construction of Grade Separator at Ring
Road, GT Karnal Road Intersection at
Azadpur, Delhi.

Construction of flyover consists of a viaduct portion of 334 m with pre-stressed concrete box girder
superstructure and approaches of 282 m and underpasses.

Construction of Flyover and Underpasses
with FOB's at Shyam Lal College Crossing
on Grand Trunk Road, Delhi.

Construction of flyover consists of 6 lane viaduct portion of 340 m & approaches of 235 m with RE Panels
and 4 lane underpass of 210 m. with Diaphragm walls at Shyam Lal College Crossing and another
underpass with Diaphragm wall. Construction of underpass and Four Nos. Clover leaves with FOB's at ITO
Chungi Crossing, Delhi.

CASTING YARD, GHAZIABAD 6 LANES SEGMENT CASTING

Achievements
•

Dhola-Sadia bridge: Longest River Bridge in India.
Inaugurated by the Hon’ble Prime Minister of India
Shri Narendra Modi and dedicated to the Nation.

•

Nellore Bypass: Project valued at 163.78 crores was
completed two months ahead of schedule.

•

Bangalore-Neelamangala Expressway: Largest BOT
project awarded by NHAI to a single contractor.

•

Quazigund to Banihal: One of the Longest Highway
tunnels in India.

•

Bridges across the Dibang River System: 50 m span
with pre-cast segments with external pre-stressing
technology-First time in India.

•

Construction of missing link under Capacity
Augmentation of the Mumbai - Pune Expressway, Four
lane twin tube tunnel, World’s Longest 8 Lane Tunnel
of length 10.67 km.

•

Bridge across river ganga near bakhtiyarpur: Longest
continuous span bridge ever built in India. Super
Structure is of steel composite section with extra
dosed cable technology. First in the world to launch
3.0km long bridge with incremental launching
technology.

•

Hyderabad-Bangalore section of the NH-7: 6 lanes on a
single segment and Pier, First time in India.

PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

Improvements and
Formation of Double Lane
Road on Krishna Left
Flood Bank, Krishna
District Andhra Pradesh.

Formation of Flood Bank Protection Works,
Double lane BT Road Formation of
58.50 km on Krishna left flood bank canal.

Four Laning of Armur –
Adloor Yellareddy stretch
of Nagpur- Hyderabad
Section on NH-7 in the
State of Andhra Pradesh.

Two to Four Laning of NH-7 from Armur to
Adloor Yellareddy section of total length
60.25 Km including widening/ construction
of all structures including perkit bypass of
6.488km and 12 minor bridges.

Upgradation, Operation
and Maintenance of km
of Hyderabad Bangalore
section of NH-7 in
Karnataka.

Six laning of 22.25 km long stretch on BOT
basis near Devanahalli on HyderabadBanglore section of NH-7. The Project
involves construction of Elevated Structure
of 3.8 km long, 2 Flyovers of 1.2 km long,
6 Minor Bridges & 1 RUB etc.

SPECIAL FOUNDATIONS
Completed over 2,400,000 rm of bored cast in-situ RCC piles up to 3000 mm diameter
Over 520,000 sqm of Diaphragm Wall up to 1200 mm thick.

The Tech Sutra
As a leader in special foundations, NEC continues to raise the bar. Several records including executing
of the largest quantum of piling in a single day, and recommendations from reputed institutions such
as NTPC etc., bear ample testimony to the company’s expertise.
• Installation of RCC bored cast-in-situ piles – 425,000 rm at NTPC, Barh – Largest single piling
contract to any company in India
• For the first time in India – 2.5 m dia pile for bridge across River Ganga, Bihar
PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

Pile foundation (Package-B2) for Sasaram-Faethpur-Agra
Transmission Line.

Installation of RCC bored cast in - situ vertical piles of 1500mm dia.
1,276.85m (32 nos) & 1200 mm dia 560 m (16 nos)

Piling Work for 2X800 MW SDSTPS at Krishnapatnam

The scope of work includes construction of RCC Bored cast-in-situ Piles of
900 mm dia. 675 rm (13 no.), 750 mm dia. 1,73,496 rm (3,281 nos) and
600 mm dia. 31,820 rm (684 nos).

Pile Foundation Package - D Mundra-Limbdi Transmission for
Mundra Ultra Mega Power Project.

Installation of RCC bored cast in - situ vertical piles of 1000mm dia.
8,206.40m (368 Nos.).

Piling work for thermal power Project by Simhapuri Energy
Pvt Ltd site at Tamminapatnam

Construction of RCC Bored cast-in-situ Pile foundations of 600mm dia.
1,08,335.61 rm (2,604 Nos), 750 mm dia. 8,963.76 rm (204 nos) and 1000
mm dia 4,169.91rm (90 nos).

Pile Foundation work for Hotel Project, Salt lake city
Kolkata-700091

Installation of RCC bored cast in - situ piles of 1000mm dia. 13,000 m
(288 nos) for Pile foundations by using Hydraulic Rotary Rig. Concrete
8,500 Cum (approx.) & Reinforcement Steel 770 mt.

Piling work for Sri Damodaram Sanjeevaiah Thermal Power
Project, Krishnapatnam, Nellore

RCC Bored cast in -situ pile foundations of 900 mm dia. 11491.75 rm
(215 Nos), 750 mm dia 1,02,731.584 rm (Working Piles) & 630 rm
(Test Piles) 1912 Nos and 600 mm dia. 47,403.572 rm (1050 nos).

Pile Foundation for the Construction of Grade Separator at
the inter section of Anna Nagar at Thirumangalam with IRR
in Chennai

Installation of RCC bored cast in – situ piles of 1200 mm dia 4,353.64 m
(122 nos) for Pile foundations by using Hydraulic Rotary Rig.

Pile Foundation for the Construction of Grade Separator in
E.V.R Salai, Chennai.

Installation of RCC bored cast in – situ piles of 1200 mm dia 278.75 m
(11 nos) for Pile foundations by using Hydraulic Rotary Rig.

Pile Foundation Package-B for Nabinagar-Sasaram
Transmission Line.

Installation of RCC bored cast-in-situ vertical piles of 1500 mm dia
6,285.6 m (168 nos)

Pile foundation for Phase - II (Towers 3,4,5 & 6) for Bengal NRI
Complex at Anandpur, Kolkata.

Installation of RCC bored cast in – situ piles of 1000 mm dia
46,866.296 m (873 nos)

Regular Pile Work for ITPCL Power Project.

Installation of RCC bored cast-in-situ vertical piles of 600 mm dia
33,621.70 m (1,117 nos).

Piling Works Alumina Refinery at Visakhapatnam District.

Installation of RCC bored cast-in-situ vertical piles of 450 mm 2,763.79 m
(291 nos), 600 mm dia 1,23,035.85 m (11,693 nos) & 1000 mm dia
45,088.80 m (3,151 nos)

Pile Foundations (Package B) Sasaram-Daltonganaj
Transmission Line.

Installation of RCC bored cast in – situ vertical piles of 1500 mm dia
2,734.40 m (64 nos).

Pile Foundation Package –TP01 ESSAR TPS-Bachau S/S
Transmission Line.

Installation of RCC bored cast in – situ vertical piles of 1000 mm dia
14,948.80 m (544 nos).

Pile foundation work for “UNITECH GRADE”-Phase II, Section,
Sectors 96, 97 & 98, Noida: for 6 no. Towers (T1-T6).

Installation of bored cast-in-situ RCC vertical piles of 750 mm dia
(315 nos), and load tests etc.

Pile Foundation Packages- P3 for HVDC Bipole Biswanath
Chariyali – Agra Transmission Line.

Installation of RCC bored cast in – situ vertical piles of 1200 mm dia
19896.00 m (544 nos)

DIAPHRAGM WALL
FOR DMRC, NEW DELHI

INTAKE PUMP HOUSE WITH
DIAPHRAGM WALLS FOR NTPC

SHEET PILING FOR UPSTREAM PROTECTION
WORK AT PRAKASAM BARRAGE, VIJAYAWADA

PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

Pile foundation Package-P101 for Barh-Gorakhpur Transmission
Line (11 Locations)

Installation of RCC bored cast in – situ vertical piles at
various locations like Ganga River Crossing, Gandak River
Crossing and Rapti River Corssing.

“Pile foundation Package-P101 of Rajarhat – Purnea Transmission
line under Eastern Region Strengthening Scheme-V."

Installation of RCC bored cast in – situ vertical piles
including Excavation, backfilling, form work, concreting,
MS Liner, SPT Tests & Integrity tests.

Pile foundation work for WBSETCL transmission line between
kakdeep (lot-8) and Kachuberia at Sagar Island, West Bengal

Construction of RCC Bored Cast-in-situ Pile foundations
of 1200 mm dia 5,448.81 rm (96 nos).

Pile Foundation Package of Mahanadi River Crossing Locations
corresponding for Tower Package- TW03 Under ‘Common
Transmission System

Installation of RCC bored cast in – situ vertical piles of
1200 mm dia 4143.30 m (144 nos.) including excavation,
backfilling, form work, concreting, MS Liner.

THE GLOBAL FOOTPRINT
Transcending Boundaries

PILING WORK - ABU DHABI

Engineers at NEC are constantly driven by new challenges and opportunities. The overseas market –
especially the Middle East – is an inspiring destination. Buzzing with the most competitive and cuttingedge construction, it offers fertile ground for inspiration and growth.
NEC began its overseas foray with Qatar, and in just two years, established a significant presence in Abu
Dhabi as well. Rapidly building a track record for excellence, NEC is scaling up its activities in the Middle
East to showcase the might of India to the world.
Banking on its core strengths – a huge inventory of the most advanced equipment and the ability to
design & deliver the toughest foundations in the roughest terrains and harshest climatic conditions –
NEC is currently executing the largest underground reservoir in Qatar. To support a project of this scale
and importance, NEC has designed a pile that can facilitate horizontal load movement, which was not
possible earlier. Yet another industry first, yet another remarkable achievement for NEC!

PILING WORK - QATAR

PILING WORK - QATAR

PLANT & MACHINERY
Equipped to Excel

ATOMIZER FOR DUST CONTROL

650 TPH CRUSHERS

200 TELEBELT

CONCRETE BOOM PLACER

Plant and machinery are essential for effective operation of any civil works site.
Equipping the site with latest tools and equipment plays an essential role in
achieving timely and good quality results. NEC has acquired a vast line-up of latest
equipment and inventory to execute the most challenging projects.
AUTOMATIC CONCRETE
BATCHING PLANT
UPTO 240 CUM PER HR WITH
AGGREGATE CHILLING PLANTS

AGITOR

•

Fleet of Boom Placer including the worlds longest boom placer with a boom
length of 65 m.

•

Aggregate chilling plant with core chilling capacity of upto -5ºC.

•

Fleet of Telebelts including 200 Telebelt, with a boom length of 62 m and a
concrete placing capacity of upto 180 cum/hr.

•

Automated Concrete Batching Plants upto 240 cum per hour.

•

Crushing Plants upto 650 tph Capacity.

•

Hydraulic Rotary Piling Rigs, Hydraulic Trench Cutters/Grabs, Hammer Grabs
for piling.

•

Drilling equipment / Rock Anchors for Tunnelling.

•

Rocket Boomers for Tunnel excavation.

•

Launching Girders / Trusses.

•

Cranes-Crawler mounted 25 t to 250 t capacity.

•

Tyre mounted all terrain Crane 10 t to 50 t Capacity.

•

Floating Crafts- Heavy Duty Jackup Platform, Barges and Dredgers.

•

Wet Mix Macadam Plants up to 200 tph Capacity.

•

Hot Mix Plants up to 200 tph Capacity.

•

Electronic Paver Finisher.

•

Agitors, Atomizer for dust control.

•

Launching Gantries including India’s longest launching gantry of length 280 m

NEW-GEN DREDGERS
• Navayuga 1 is a Trailer Suction Hopper Dredger with a hopper capacity of 7500 m3. This is
one of biggest hopper dredgers owned by an Indian company. It is deployed to carry out
dredging works in the Krishnapatnam port channel.
• Navayuga 2 is a Trailer Suction Hopper Dredger with a hopper capacity of 4500 m3. Being
small, it has better manoeuvrability and is deployed in works of the inner channel and
berths at Krishnapatnam Port.
• Navayuga 3 is a Cutter Suction Dredger CSD 500, built by DAMEN, which is dismountable
and a well-proven standard model well. Max dredging depth - 16 mtrs.
• Navayuga 4 is a Cutter Suction Dredger IHC Beaver 1600, built by IHC of Holland, well-known
for its robust construction and excellent performance. Max dredging depth - 16 mtrs.
• Navayuga 5 is a Cutter Suction Dredger, built in the Ninbo Baliun Hangda Shipyard. It has a
maximum dredging depth of 25 mtrs, extendable up to 30 mtrs.
• Navayuga 6 is a Trailer Suction Hopper Dredger, built in 2008 in China. It has a maximum
dredging depth of 27 mtrs and a hopper capacity of 7000 m.

R&D INITIATIVES
Innovating to Meet Next-gen Challenges

KOLOS FOR KRISHNAPATNAM PORT
ANCHOR RECESS
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RAFT

200

Ø 600 mm
of PREPRUFE® 300R
PREPRUFE® Tape
PREPRUFE® 300R ON
CONCRETE BLINDING
BLINDING

500mm POLYTHENE BOARD
1000

NEC has developed a new Armour Block named “Kolos”.
According to tests, its stability coefficient is the highest in the
world, i.e. 32. The blocks have excellent interlocking
characteristic. It has the distinction of being the first Armour
Block to be awarded a patent in India. It facilitates NEC’s
powerful thrust into the field of harbour engineering.

GROUT PIPE
TOP OF RAFT

ANCHOR HEAD

SEAL MATERIAL
CONCRETE
PVC SLEEVE
GROUTING
CORRUGATED DUCT 100 DIA

500

Development of new Armour Block: Breakwaters are constructed
in the sea to absorb the energy of oncoming waves, so that the
waters in the basin in the lee of the structure are tranquil. The
basin can be utilized for handling vessels to load/unload cargo.
Breakwaters should be able to withstand the onslaught of the
waves, without undergoing distress themselves.

NEC has developed a Kelly Bar with Grab to maintain alignment
during the construction of diaphragm walls.

SEAL MATERIAL
MAIN REINFORCEMENT
PRE STRESS STRAND MATERIAL
(WITH OUT PRE STRESS)

NEC has developed in-house Reverse Mud Circulation (RMC) rig
with 10 t capacity free-fall double drum winch, to chisel through
hard rock strata to execute diaphragm wall trenches.

SPIRAL
REINFORCEMENT

NEC has developed, in house, a post tensioned concrete
diaphragm wall for berthing structure - the first of its kind in
the world. With the arrangement of post tensioning, substantial
reduction in concrete and steel quantity is achieved. Besides, the
pre-compression results in corrosion protection in a marine
environment, due to absence of cracks in the structure.

40-MPa CONCRETE

NEC has developed a tension pile with a mechanism to
accommodate horizontal movement without transferring any
horizontal force or moment to the pile. The tensile load is
200

75

TOE OF STRAND
TOE LEVEL (variable)

KOLOS PATENT CERTIFICATE

applied to the pile cap on top. The pile is connected to the pile cap by
means of a few high tensile strands, anchored at the anchor head at the
top of the pile cap. The strands pass through a corrugated duct; the duct
is grouted with cement grout to guard against corrosion. In the pile, the
duct passes through a larger diameter PVC sleeve to facilitate movement
of the duct inside it. The sleeve has seals against wet concrete at top and
bottom, while compressible polythene board is provided between the pile
top and the pile cap bottom to prevent vertical downward load from
passing on to the pile.

FLOOD RELIEF WORK, CHENNAI

CVR FOUNDATION
For the Greater Good
Apart from its business endeavours, Navayuga Group accords equal emphasis on Corporate Social
Responsibility. CVR Foundation, established by Navayuga Group, believes in providing equal
opportunities for all sections of the society. Driven by this noble thought, CVR Foundation caters to
the needs of the deprived with its holistic approach that covers a wide spectrum of activities in
Education, Healthcare, Employment and Civic Amenities.
CSR INITIATIVES
NEC built 500 pucca houses for fishermen, along with good roads and drainage facilities, as a part
of their Rehabilitation and Resettlement. The project was completed in a short span of 18 months.
COMMUNITY WELFARE
•

Jobs created within the Navayuga Group – 6650

•

Indirect employment: 3,000 (approx.)

•

Driver Training Academy, with state-of-art equipment, to train the youth in operating Heavy
and Light Motor Vehicles.

•

Krishnapatnam Academy of Professional Studies, an academy affiliated to Vikram Simhapuri
University, Nellore, conducts One Year PG Diploma Courses in Fire Fighting and EHS.

•

Krishnapatnam Security Services (KSSPL) employs local youth and provides a range of services
for the design, development and implementation of comprehensive security programs for sea
ports and other industries.

•

Providing drinking water, street lights, along with building roads and places of worship, in
villages around the port.

NAVYATHA: EMPOWERING WOMEN
Enabling women to earn a livelihood and supplement household income through self-sustaining
schemes, which include Tailoring, Pickle Making, Vegetable Farming, Marketing and
Entrepreneurship.
NAVANEETA PUBLIC SCHOOL
A project straight from the heart, NPS provides fully-funded world-class education, along with
residential facilities, to 2,000 children from under-privileged families.

EMPOWERING WOMEN

NAVANEETA PUBLIC SCHOOL

TRAINING AT KRISHNAPATNAM SECURITY SERVICES

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE
RAJAGOPURAM
The RajaGopuram was first constructed by Sri Krishna Devaraya in the year AD 1516,
on the Eastern side of the SriKalahasti Temple, in the Chittoor district of Andhra
Pradesh. Over the years the gopuram started delveloping cracks. In the year 2010
after the cyclone Laila battered the region, the gopuram’s structural integrity had
been compromised and an expert committee ruled that it should be brought down.
Recognising the humanitarian work done by the CVR foundation, the Government of
Andhra Pradesh assigned to it the responsibility of constructing this iconic structure.
The construction of the 90 ft long 65 ft wide and 144 ft tall RajaGopuram was carried
out in close consultation with Agama Shastra experts. The construction of the
Gopuram was carried out without the use of chemicals. To add strength to the
structure, a mixture of limestone sand and jaggery were used. The best quality of
granite stone from a quarry in Chilkalurpeta, in Guntur District of Andhra Pradesh was
used and expert sculptors from Tamil Nadu were called upon to sculpt the sculptures
on the gopuram.
The CVR foundation considered the construction of the RajaGopuram to be its spiritual
responsibility and ensured the timely and successful construction of the RajaGopuram.
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Navayuga Engineering Company Limited (NEC), the flagship company of
the Navayuga Group, is an engineering and core infrastructure company
that has carved a formidable position for itself in the industry.
Established to fulfil the dream of a visionary, nurtured on homespun
values, empowered by state-of-art technology, the company has
redefined the parameters of growth and contributed to India’s
infrastructure landscape with unparalleled commitment and foresight.
Spreading its wings, NEC has transcended national boundaries to make
an impact on the global arena.
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